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ITEM 5. Adoption of textbook for MUL1010. 

The music cluster had previously adopted Discovering Music by R. Larry Todd (Oxford University Press) 

as the required textbook for all MUL1010 classes, effective Fall 2018.  After learning of our decisions, 

representatives of McGraw-Hill contacted us about the decision and requested the opportunity to make a 

“counter offer”. 

 

Discussion: The main advantage of Discovering Music by R. Larry Todd  was a substantial costs 

saving to students of $50 or more (40-50%) over our current textbook, Experience Music  

by Charlton (McGraw-Hill). McGraw-Hill presented a plan for special “Student Value” 

pricing for PBSC students who purchase the course materials through the PBSC bookstore.  

The new prices - $56 for all digital, $81.25 for digital and loose-leaf text – were 

competitive with the OUP textbook.  Instructors have been very satisfied with the 

McGraw-Hill textbook (Experience Music by Charlton) and are pleased with its resources.  

In addition, a couple of advantages of the MGH textbook are the thoroughness of its 

Interactive Listening and the 2-week free trial available to students.  The music faculty 

discussed the relative challenges of changing our textbook decision at this time compared 

to the challenges and work load for faculty to adapt and revise their course materials to fit 

a new textbook (the OUP text). 

 

Action:   The music cluster voted unanimously to adopt Experience Music by Charlton, 5th ed. 

(McGraw-Hill) as the required textbook for all MUL1010 classes and reverse its earlier 

decision to adopt Discovering Music by R. Larry Todd.  Michael MacMullen will send an 

email to Lake Worth music faculty as well as the Department Chairs for music at all other 

campuses to inform them of this decision and provide information (including ISBN 

numbers) about this textbook.  He will also research and prepare the required forms needed 

for PBSC about this adoption. 
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